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The Mine Health and Safety Council (MHSC) is a national public entity 
(Schedule A) established in terms of the Mine Health and Safety Act,  
Act No. 29 of 1996, as amended. The entity comprises a tripartite board 
represented by state, employer and labour members under chairmanship 
of the Chief Inspector of Mines. The MHSC is funded by public revenue 
and is accountable to Parliament. The main task of the Council is to advise 
the Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy on occupational health 
and safety legislation and research outcomes focused on improving and 
promoting occupational health and safety in South African mines. The 
Council also oversees the activities of its committees, promotes a culture 
of health and safety in the mining industry, arranges a summit to review the 
state of occupational health and safety at mines every two years, and liaises 
with the Mining Qualifications Authority (MQA).      
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EDITOR’S CORNER    1

In the month of May, we observed a historic moment 
as Nolitha Fakude, former Vice President of the 

Minerals Council South Africa (MCSA) and Chair of the 
Management Board of Anglo American South Africa, 
was elected President of the MCSA. This is the first 
time in the 131-year history of the organisation that 
the MCSA has had a female President. As well as being 
its former Vice President, Ms Fakude is also Chair of 
the MCSA’s Women in Mining Leadership Forum.

This is a special and a remarkable moment. 

The MHSC has been working on Women in Mining 
(WiM) matters for some time. The Diversity 
Management pillar of the Culture Transformation 
Framework (CTF) calls for the elimination of racism, 
genderism and any forms of unfair discrimination 
in the South African Mining Industry (SAMI) if the 
target of Zero Harm is to be attained. The successful 
implementation of this pillar will attract more women 
into the mining sector and also ensure that their 
health, safety and security is well managed.

Personal protective equipment (PPE) for WiM

The MHSC conducted a research project where the 
primary output was to do the following:

• Develop comprehensive requirements to assist 
the South African Mining Industry to select, as 
well as provide, appropriate and suitable PPE for 
women in mining. 

Such PPE should be suitable for women in mining’s 
body physique in order to do the following:
• Enhance their health and safety at work 
• Promote compliance by all end-users (WiM)
• Contribute to the sustainability of women in the 

sector

The Diversity Management pillar of the CTF promotes 
Zero Harm of WiM in the SAMI, thus “ensuring every 
woman returns from work unharmed every day”.

The MHSC will continue to raise awareness on the 
work it has done on issues that affect female workers 
at mines. 

“The question isn’t who is going to let me; it’s who is 
going to stop me.” Ayn Rand 

Phambili Maqobokazana

The COVID-19 pandemic is posing another challenge, 
and at the time of writing this article, there was a 
surge in COVID-19 cases. Please stay vigilant and let’s 
take care of ourselves. We may be tired and feeling 
despondent, but let’s continue to fight this virus.  

Let’s continue protecting ourselves.  

Masanda Peter

Editor’s Corner

“The question isn’t who is going  
to let me; it’s who is going to  
stop me.”  

Editor
Masanda Peter

Ayn Rand
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ACEO’s Corner
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As we are trying to recover, this 
persistent virus is adamant about 

holding us back. In the same breath, I 
would like to urge all those above the 
age of 35 to get vaccinated, and if we 
know anyone in this group, please assist 
them to register. This is the time for the 
spirit of Ubuntu to prevail. Look around 
you and see where you can help.

Vaccinations will be administered free 
of charge to all citizens, with medical 
aids expected to cover the cost of 
around 7 million members, and the state 
absorbing the balance. Many mining 
companies have indicated that they will 
support community vaccinations in line 
with national priorities.

The mining industry has not been 
unscathed by the pandemic we are 
currently battling. As at 21 June 2021, 
the mining industry had recorded 1.2% 
deaths with 96.5% recoveries and 2.3% 
active cases. We wish all those affected 
a speedy recovery. Stay vigilant and 
continue to observe COVID-19 protocols, 
and let us adhere to the regulations in 
order to protect us all.

I wish to congratulate and commend 
mines who have been achieving 
fatality-free shifts, and working towards Dumisani Dlamini

At the time of 
penning this article, 
the country had 
just put on Alert 
Level 4 due to the 
increasing number 
of COVID-19 cases 
in South Africa. 
People are dying, 
and the numbers 
are still rising.  
This definitely 
calls for stricter 
measures, but 
unfortunately also 
has a negative 
impact on the 
economy.

achieving Zero Harm. Your unwavering 
commitment to making safety a priority 
is creditable. You are champions, and 
may you continue on the safety streak. At 
the 2014 Tripartite Summit, milestones 
were agreed upon by all stakeholders, 
and there was a commitment to Zero 
Harm. This gives hope that Zero Harm is 
possible. We are all committed to having 
every mine worker returning from work 
unharmed every day.

In this issue, be on the lookout for an 
interview with Prof Frederick Cawood. 
After 22 years with the Wits School of 
Mining Engineering, Prof Cawood is 
preparing for his second life as he retires 
from academia. The MHSC has worked 
closely with Prof Cawood, and we are 
paying tribute to his remarkable work 
within the industry. As an accomplished 
academic, who has lectured across 
various levels at the University, and who 
has supervised many students,  
Prof Cawood said he was looking 
forward to starting his “second life”. The 
mining industry will still see him as he 
will be working on several projects.

The MHSC’s Centre of Excellence has 
conducted research and provided seed 
funding to upgrade the University of 
Pretoria’s Laboratory and Field Testing 

Facilities for Sound Source Location. The 
aim of this seed funding project was to 
identify, acquire, commission and test 
an acoustic camera on South African 
mining machinery. The purpose of the 
testing was to demonstrate that the 
camera could be used to investigate 
noise levels created by different pieces 
of mining equipment by locating various 
noise sources in each machine and 
quantifying the individual noise source 
levels. The intent of the funding was to 
establish an acoustic camera service 
capacity at the Centre for Asset Integrity 
Management (C-AIM) at the University 
of Pretoria in order to service mines 
and original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) in South Africa (to ultimately 
assist in reducing noise-induced 
hearing loss in the South African Mining 
Industry). The Siemens LMS sound 
camera was identified as the most 
fit-for-purpose from a selection of five 
acoustic camera technologies. The next 
phase of the project is to commercialise 
and determine revenue generation 
opportunities for the MHSC.

Until next time

Zero Harm is Possible 

Dumisani Dlamini | Acting CEO
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Solly Potgieter  
Area Manager – Afrimat

Which RTF are you the 
Chairperson for?

What OHS challenges are you 
facing as a region?

Western Cape (Worcester)

Western Cape (Worcester)

Who forms part of the RTF?

• State: L Polley (Acting) (PI)

• Employers: S Potgieter 
(Chairperson) and M Bailey 
(Vice Chairperson)

• Employees: E Vaughan 
(Krompz) 

What is the importance of being 
part of an RTF?

To ensure the effective 
communication between 
the state, employers and 
employees from the various 
quarry industries. 

How has working closely with the 
Mine Health and Safety Council 
assisted the RTF in your region?

The MHSC is sharing valuable 
information with RTF members 
to promote health and safety 
in the mining industry.

What has been your greatest 
achievement as the RTF 
Chairperson in your region? 

Our positive RTF meeting,  
and the fact that all our 
people are safe.

The procedure for adherence to 
COVID-19 rules and regulations 
will always be a challenge.

More important is to ensure 
the people are accountable for 
the daily task, and that they all 
go home safely every day.

How have you managed to deal with 
or overcome those challenges?

Effective communication 
between all levels, and ensuring 
that we practise visible field 
leadership. Lead by example.  

How has COVID-19 affected the 
RTFs?

The date of the RTF meeting 
was postponed twice due to 
COVID-19.   

What impact projects has the 
region worked on that the  
industry can learn from and that 
you would like to share with the 
industry?

There are no big projects; only 
the COVID-19 project to ensure  
all are safe. 
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• To recommend action plans that are focused on the improvement of health and safety in the region. 
• To continuously monitor improvements with regards to health and safety in the region.
• To inculcate integrity, transparency and trust, which will create an environment that is conducive to supporting the improvement 

of health and safety in the region.
• To share information from the Council with members and to make recommendations to the Council from members in the Forum.
• To enable members to collectively advise the Council on any matter or issue relating to health and safety.

The MHSC engaged a few of the Regional Tripartite Forum Chairpersons to understand the value of the collaboration. 

REGIONAL TRIPARTITE FORUMS (RTF)     3

Regional Tripartite Forums
The main purpose of the Regional Tripartite Forum (RTF) is to 
promote co-operation and consultation on health and safety 
between the Inspectorate, employers, employees and the Council. 
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Rico van Staden  
Operations Manager –  
Grootegeluk Mine

What is the importance of being 
part of an RTF?

What OHS challenges are you 
facing as a region?

Limpopo Open-cast 
Regional Tripartite Forum

Limpopo Open-cast Regional 
Tripartite Forum

Who forms part of the RTF?

We have quite a few diverse 
operations like Grootegeluk 
Coal, Venetia Diamonds, 
Mogalakwena Platinum, 
Palabora Copper, etc. The 
managers in office, their 
sustainability manager or 
safety managers usually 
attend. We also have 
employee representatives like 
the NUM, UASA, Solidarity and 
AMCU. The Department of 
Mineral Resources and Energy 
also forms part of the Forum, 
and is really supportive in all 
aspects.

It is a platform that allows 
the employers, employee 
representatives and the 
Department of Minerals and 
Energy to interact, discuss 
issues and share leading 
practices. Knowledge- 
sharing forms a vital role 
at the RTF, and we had a 
few great presentations 
from MHSC and OEMs. It 
is also a great platform to 
communicate newsletters, 
changes in legislation 
and lessons learnt from 
incidents.

How has working closely with the 
Mine Health and Safety Council 
assisted the RTF in your region?

The MHSC plays a critical 
role in keeping everything 
together. We had Florence 
Magampa who assisted us 
in the past. After her, Tebogo 
Thekiso supported us. They 
assist with giving structure 
to the meetings and helping 
with technical input. Their 
wide exposure to all industries 
make them the “go-to” 
persons for information and 
knowledge gain. They also 
stand neutral when issues 
need to be resolved.

What has been your greatest 
achievement as the RTF 
Chairperson in your region? 

Relationship-building. Getting 
the meetings going post-
COVID-19 has also been a 
challenge and an achievement, 
but with the virtual technology, 
anything is possible. We need 
to further the tech adoption, 
but it has opened up a new 
world that doesn’t require 
excessive travel.

1. Mining: Fall of ground, 
classification of accidents and 
behaviour-based safety

2. Machinery: Transportation, 
conveyor belts and mobile 
machinery (TMMs).

3. Hygiene: Noise, airborne 
pollutants, dust control, 
fire preventative measures/
management and emergency 
preparedness and response.

4. Medicine: Noise-induced 
hearing loss, silicosis, TB and 
HIV, fatigue management and 
COVID-19

5. Culture transformation: CTF 
pillars and women in mining.

How have you managed to deal with 
or overcome those challenges?

We have established work groups 
(focus groups) to assist with Safety, 
Health and Environment. Due to 
COVID-19, we have had challenges 
in getting the teams together. All 
actions are still ongoing.

How has COVID-19 affected the 
RTFs?

We haven’t had any in-person 
meetings since last year – all 
virtual. It takes away some of the 
personal interaction, but everyone 
understands the risks of COVID-19 
and collaborate in this safe fashion.

What impact projects has the 
region worked on that the  
industry can learn from and that 
you would like to share with the 
industry?

Our WiM lead, Manyabela Mailula, 
is working on a WiM workshop, 
which I believe will add value! We 
also support the MOSH adoption 
projects and propose testing sites.

Any other comments:

Special thanks to Bulelwa Mpofu, 
our Vice Chairperson, for all her 
support and guidance! 
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Which RTF are you the 
Chairperson for?



Letisha van den Berg 
Group SHEQ Manager

What has been your greatest 
achievement as the RTF 
Chairperson in your region? 

Ukhozi RTF for small-scale 
surface mines, Gauteng
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Ukhozi RTF for small-scale 
surface mines in Gauteng

Who forms part of the RTF?

MHSC, DMRE, Employers and 
Organised Labour (Solidarity, 
NUM, NUMSA, AMCU)

What is the importance of being 
part of an RTF?

Staying up to date with legislation 
changes, leading practices and 
informing non-MHSC/MINCOSA 
members of these.

How has working closely with the 
Mine Health and Safety Council 
assisted the RTF in your region?

They assist with providing 
venues, Microsoft Teams 
links and ensured Organised 
Labour attends. They also give 
guidance on possible topics for 
presentations from the MHSC.

• Maintaining consistent 
meetings with excellent 
DMRE participation

• A strong Steercom assisting 
to put a good agenda 
together for each RTF

• Excellent guest speakers

What OHS challenges are you 
facing as a region?

Database for small-scale  
mining is a challenge, DMRE 
assists and ASPASA, but we are 
still not reaching all the small-
scale mines in the Gauteng 
region. It can improve.

Not many small-scale mine 
employers have resources to 
send persons to attend or to 
be on the Steercom of the RTF.

How have you managed to deal with 
or overcome those challenges?

Working closely with DMRE 
and ASPASA.

How has COVID-19 affected the 
RTFs?

Many members and Organised 
Labour do not have access 
to virtual platforms, and 
employers cannot let many 
people sit in a boardroom to 
dial in and we miss employee 
representatives from mines 
attending.

What impact projects has the 
region worked on that the  
industry can learn from and that 
you would like to share with the 
industry?

Neoroscience specialist

Any other comments:

A huge thank you to MHSC for all the 
support, it really assists the Chairperson 
and DMRE support is fantastic. 
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Which RTF are you the 
Chairperson for?
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Ukhozi Regional Tripartite 
Forum Gauteng 

Open-cast small- 
scale mining

What is small?  

A sand mine can be operated by 
two persons, a weighbridge clerk 
and an excavator operator, with 
the owner as the Mine Manager.  
The aggregates mines can be 
operated by between 8 and 200 
employees, depending on the 
size of the plant and pit.  Most 
of these mines operate at less 
than 2 500kW/h and therefore 
do not require a GCC engineer.  
The ADT fleets are normally 30 
tonners and at some mines they 
are even smaller.

resource-wise, it is just not economically 
practical. These small-scale mines also 
do not directly affiliate with MINCOSA 
and the MHSC.  It is honestly just 
too expensive for them to become 
members. ASPASA is the industry body 
for the small-scale mining industry to 
try and keep the industry up to date by 
being a middle man to MINCOSA and 
MHSC.  ASPASA consists of all sizes of 
small-scale mining members. Through 
this industry body, many solutions for 
small-scale mining have been found 
and shared.  It is also the Ukhozi RTF’s 
birthplace and our largest database 
to share RTF meeting dates, agenda, 
minutes and presentations.

The small-scale miners have resilience 
for poor economic situations and 
are very innovative to create safe 
practices with what they have on 
site. You can clearly see this when 
you visit an operation and look at 
their traffic management or just their 
environmental compliance ideas.  Even 
now during COVID-19 and the controls 
in place, they came up with innovative, 
cost-effective compliance processes.

The Ukhozi RTF Steercom meets 
quarterly. We consist of the MHSC, 
DMRE, Organised Labour and 
employers. Here we determine what 
burning issues we must focus on to 

bring industry up to date. The Ukhozi 
RTF meeting then takes place a month 
after the Steercom, and at each RTF, 
we give employers, Organised Labour, 
DMRE and MHSC a turn to give inputs 
and determine new focus points and 
topics for the next meeting. It is truly 
a platform to share ideas, challenges, 
solutions and new legislation through 
tripartism. The meeting platform is not 
very big. The meeting attendance varies 
between 15 and 30 attendees. ASPASA 
assists to get ASPASA members to 
attend and DMRE assists tremendously 
to get the non-ASPASA members to 
attend as well. DMRE attendance is 
very good and at times outnumbers the 
employers. Great relationships are built 
through this platform and it creates 
network opportunities. COVID-19 
hampered the process, but we are 
currently running the meeting virtually 
and physically due to not all members 
having virtual platforms available.  

I have been in the small-scale mining 
industry for 23 years and enjoy the 
heart of this unique industry. We may 
not extract expensive commodities, but 
remember the house, roof, road, office 
building, brick braai, brick pizza oven, 
kitchen granite top and much more 
comes from our industry. It is not a “nice 
to have commodity”, but an absolute 
necessity for economic progress. 

The Ukhozi RTF caters for all the small-scale mines with commodities such as 
aggregates (e.g. dolorite, dolomite, granite, etc.),sand, lime (e.g. agricultural, 
water purification, etc.), clay brick products. They supply to the construction 
materials industry, water purification processes and agricultural industries, to 
mention a few. The bulk of these mines are managed by independent owners 
not related to large corporates, which means they do not have the same 
luxurious resources as the large surface and underground mines. 

The construction materials industry 
includes private home owners or 
builders who collect material with their 
LDV directly from the mine. Cash sales 
are one of these mines’ largest income 
streams. It also includes construction 
companies collecting with their own 
fleets or the mine supplying delivery 
vehicles. This alone creates all sorts of 
challenges related to mining legislation 
compliance.

Many times, the large-scale mines’ 
leading practices are suggested to the 
small-scale mining industry, which we 
would love to adopt and implement, but 
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What is your academic background? 

I grew up in the shadow of a head gear on a farm close to 
where Sibanye Stillwater operation is situated now. My dad 
was a miner; he later became a Mine Captain. I am the third 
generation of mining in my family. My first qualification in 
mining was an on-seater certificate. I then joined the learner 
vocational programme that was to develop learner officials 
at Goldfields. I never had the privilege of attending university 
full time, but I was a vocational student for about 20 years. 

When I was 26, I had completed all the mine surveying 
vocational certificates, including the government 
competency certificate, which allowed me to practice as 
a person in charge of mine surveying. I then became part 
of the mine planning team at the old Easy Fountain. This 
interested me, and I wanted to know more. The only way to 
know more was to study further. 

At the time, mines didn’t understand why someone with 
many benefits would want to become a student. I then 
applied for a job at the DMRE, as they were looking for 
inspectors. At the time, DMRE had a programme of sending 
their inspectors to university. When I got that job, I intended 
to go to Wits University, but my luck ran out when the group 
before me didn’t perform well and the programme was 
stopped. 

The postgraduate programme was then introduced. I 
qualified to study based on my diploma and being in a 
position of management for five years. I then passed my 
MSc degree with distinction. I continued to do my PhD 
research in mineral economics. My research was about 
state compensation through mineral resources. I then 
realised that I needed to know a little bit more about law, so 
I studied towards a law degree at the University of Dundee 
in Scotland.  I finished my Masters of Law in International 
Mineral Law. 

FREDERICK CAWOOD
After 22 years with the Wits School of Mining Engineering, 
Professor is looking forward to the second life of his career. 

In summary
I started on the vocational route, then went to the 
academic field. I feel it’s very important to start on the 
vocational route, because you will have both knowledge 
and skills. I think knowledge and skills are very important 
when you want to run mines safely and economically. 

I am very proud of the fact that I obtained all my 
qualifications through distance and part-time studies, 
while holding a full-time job and raising a family at 
the same time. Through this unique combination of 
qualifications, I have crafted a unique way for myself. 

I also developed a passion for building young people over 
time. It’s the reason I joined the university: to build young 
people to thrive in the 21st-century mining industry. I think 
while I was at Wits, I found a sweet spot in my career that 
allowed me to work with young people and to give other 
people the opportunities I never had.

PROFESSOR

Professor Cawood has worked closely with the MHSC 
during the course of his career. His research areas ranged 
from mine economics to mineral rights, taxation and digital 
technologies in mines. He made a profound contribution by 
championing the institute’s DigiMine project to assist the 
mining industry to address the target of Zero Harm.

We sat down with him to reflect on his 22 years with Wits 
School of Mining Engineering, and his involvement in the 
mining industry.

Professor Frederick Cawood
LLM, MSc(Eng), PhD, ND: Mine Surveying, NHD:  
Mine Surveying, PrMs, MIMSSA, MSAIMM, GDE
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You mentioned wanting to develop young 
people in the mining space; at a personal 
level, what has been your contribution?

I think my contribution is nothing special. I just did the best 
that I could do in the job or situation I was in at that point in 
time. What may be different is that I was always looking at 
ways to make things better. Whether it was to look for student 
bursaries, or to analyse things to see what should be done 
better and what should be increased. The first thing is to be 
grateful to have a job and to do that job well. Tangible things 
that I am leaving behind at Wits that were not there before are 
certainly the mine design lab, which is a state-of-the-art facility, 
DigiMine itself, and the Wits Mining Institute. 

What I am most proud of is the difference I was able to make in 
young people’s lives. Sometimes it was hard having unpleasant 
conversations with them and their parents to help them get 
back on track. I must also say that this couldn’t have been 
possible without the help of the supporting mining industry, 
because I was very fortunate to have had CEOs and MDs that I 
could always phone if I needed a bursary or resources for my 
plans. I think I need to mention them. The first was Mr Nick 
Holland, the then-CEO of Goldfields, Mr Martin Hobbs, MD of 
Aveng Mining at the time, and Mr Neal Froneman of Sibanye 
Stillwater. Whenever I had a request and I phoned any of the 
three, they always made a plan. They liked what we were doing 
and they needed us to do more of that. Without resources, you 
cannot help students, because the University doesn’t have the 
budget for that. So these three individuals were amazing, and 
they always helped, even if it was just giving vacation work to a 
student.

DigiMine 

DigiMine is very special. I think the DigiMine contribution will grow over time, because we are in the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution (4IR), and we need to see how digital technologies can help us make mining safer so that we can work towards our 
goal of Zero Harm. The role of DigiMine is to understand risk, especially health and safety risks, and to manage those risks. 
Firstly, we need to see the risks and sense them, then we need to send the data to a control room and integrate it. I think if 
you look five years down the line, artificial intelligence will be implemented in the mining industry in a big way. You cannot 
use artificial intelligence if you don’t integrate data; and I think, in time, DigiMine’s contribution will be that it succeeded in 
integrating mining risk data in a meaningful way so that we can make real-time decisions and stop things from happening. 

At the moment, we still wait for an event to happen, and then react. With artificial intelligence, we can see it before it 
happens, intervene before it happens, and the accident will not happen. That is the way to get to Zero Harm in the mining 
industry. DigiMine is well on its way to achieving that goal. The other thing about DigiMine that not many people know, and 
that I am very proud of, is that it has a programme of incorporating jobless graduates to do meaningful research, while 
simultaniously improving their chances of getting employment.  

Every year, DigiMine takes on about 15 students. These are unemployed graduates, but before they graduate, they 
get a job. I think it’s a great contribution to combat youth unemployment, and we need to see more of that. It is an 
amazing programme. We get sponsorships, for example, the MHSC, just through the unmanned arial vehicle (UAV), had 
five unemployed students who finished their degrees and are now employed in the industry. When we finish with the 
programme, some of them will be incorporated somewhere in a commercial project. If we do more of that, and if each 
person makes their little contribution to gift unemployed graduates a chance in life, we can do something real when it 
comes to the fight against the high unemployment rate of graduates. 

What contribution can academic 
institutions make towards Zero Harm in 
the mining industry?

I believe all the universities are on the right track. They must 
do what they are currently doing, they must just get better in 
that. We have good accredited international programmes, and 
each university has a unique focus. Wits focuses on DigiMine, 
the University of Pretoria focuses on the visualisation of risks, 
and the University of Johannesburg is doing a great job in 
converting diplomas into degrees. 

As an industry, I think what we need to do a lot better is to 
look at vocational learning paths. The identification of that 
learning path is important to me because I came through 
that path. I know the value of learning skills and qualifications 
at the same time. I do believe that this learning route is at 
risk, and without this path, competence and the ability to 
implement new technology will remain a difficult issue for 
the mining industry. So the solution here is to collaborate. 
Universities must include the TVET colleges. The few mining 
training facilities that are left must also be incorporated into 
the system. Learning institutions are very important for Zero 
Harm, but if we want to get it right, we need to work more on 
the vocational route, because that is where the people are 
implementing the technology and that is where development 
must take place.

I think the educational system has done very well on 
the university side, but we certainly dropped the ball on 
technicians. The only diploma qualifications we have now 
are offered by Unisa, and that programme is at risk. With the 
artisan at TVET level, there’s a lot of work to do. If we want Zero 
Harm, those are the people we need to reach; not so much the 
engineers who design the system, but rather technicians and 
artisans. The vocational route is very good at producing these 
types of qualifications. 

“Digital technologies can help us 
make mining safer so that we can 

work towards the goal of Zero Harm.”
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We can’t talk about digital technology 
without mentioning the loss of jobs 
should anything be mechanised or be 
digital, because it takes away the human 
being and puts in the machine. How do 
you think that can be balanced by the 
mining industry; how do you think we 
could close that gap so that the whole 
transition follows beautifully?

We need to have an answer for this in a developing country 
context where you have significant unemployment. It 
is important, whatever you do, to see if you can create 
opportunities for employment while doing that. My take on 
this is to first unpack mine modernisation. This consists of 
several parts that, together, make up modernisation. The 
first part is mechanisation. Mechanisation is something 
that happened in other industries a long time ago. From 
the late 1800s, machines started to come in, for example 
locomotives. Muscle power was replaced with machines, 
which was important to create economies of scale in order 
to produce enough for mines to make a profit.

As soon as you replace muscle power with machine power, 
you lose the jobs that are associated with the muscle 
power. Loss of jobs is real, you cannot talk around that. 
Yes, you can say you are going to create jobs in other 
sectors of the economy, but that doesn’t help the person 
who is doing the muscle job in the mine. The strategy 
to overcome that is to work on the national education 
system so that people who come through the system are 
employable in other sectors of the economy. This is a 
national skills thing. 

There is, unfortunately, nothing we can do about it because 
this is a worldwide phenomenon. It’s not that the machines 
are coming in; we have to acknowledge that machines are 
here already, and machines have been here for a long time. 
We need to use this to address the skills and education 
part of it. It is a real issue, because real people with real 
families will lose their income as a result of it. I certainly do 
not have a solution to this problem, apart from getting the 
skills and qualifications to make more people employable in 
other sectors of the economy.

What we do in DigiMine is something called digitalisation; 
which is very different. Digitalisation does not cost jobs. What 
happens is that you use digital technology to put distance 
between a person and the risk. You do it in such a way that 
you put the person as far as possible from the risk. Take as 
an example a local driver underground. The first step is that 
you don’t want the person to work closer to the danger zone, 
so you start using remote control technologies so that the 
person is not on board the truck, but rather stands away from 
the truck in a safe space. The next step is to move that person 
closer to the station. Ultimately, you want that same driver to 
sit on the surface in an air-conditioned safe space and drive 
the truck from where they are. The driver is still there, he is 
just further away from the danger zone. That is good for Zero 
Harm. It is also good for health and safety. 

Unlike mechanisation, where the barrier to entry in terms of 
skills and capital is very high (you can’t tell anyone to go and 
build a machine), with digitalisation, the capital cost is low 
(anyone can build an application for digital mining). There is no 
barrier to entry and the knowledge required is less. It’s good 
that we are dealing with youth that are tech savvy. The youth 
doesn’t need a course on how to write an application; they do 
it themselves. I saw it many times with the students. You don’t 
need to tell them about the digital stuff; they just know these 
things and they do it themselves. They learn and they are very 
versatile. If they need something, they find out how to do it 
and do it themselves. That way they can create their own jobs 
by writing these applications and making them better. I think 
digitalisation, unlike mechanisation, can make mining safer 
and provide more job opportunities. 

Then there is a big thing; and that is artificial intelligence. This 
is when you teach machines to be so clever that they can drive 
themselves so that they don’t need a control driver in a control 
room anymore. That is a different debate. We need to find 
out in our developing context, considering the unemployment 
rate and considering our level of skills in education, what is the 
desired extent of artificial intelligence we want for the mining 
industry, while still having a responsible industry. Now that is 
our conversation. It’s a necessary conversation, because we 
must find our own solution. The level of artificial intelligence 
in South Africa is not the same as in other countries; we need 
our own solutions. That is where our stakeholders need to 
come together to develop this and have this conversation. It’s 
not mechanisation that is the issue, it’s not digitalisation that’s 
the issue; artificial intelligence is the issue – and that is where 
mass job loss will come.

FEATURE     9
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You mentioned how tech savvy 
young people can be. In your 
opinion, do you think young 
people are given a chance to 
be innovative in the mining 
industry?

I always tell them that mining today is far 
more exciting than what it was when I started 
in the industry. It is a good and rewarding 
career to take on. Mining today is cleaner and 
safer, when compared to 40 years ago. This 
is important to appreciate, because mining 
used to be seen as dark, dirty and dangerous. 
Now it’s about technology, computers, safer 
environments and responsible mining. Mining 
is very different, and we need to appreciate 
this. They must also appreciate that if they 
want to be competent, they need both 
knowledge and skills. 

Sometimes they will say: I have a degree, and 
then they will rely on a certificate against the 
wall to give them a job. The industry is too 
competitive for that. It is what you do with that 
certificate against the wall that is important. 
It is about the skills you add to the certificates 
you have. If you have a job in mining as a 
mine blaster engineer, and new technology 
develops – it doesn’t matter how many 
qualifications you have in blasting engineering, 
if there is a new qualification that features 
technology like drones to monitor blasts, then 
you must go and do your commercial private 
licence on drones and fly drones to do your 
job better. That’s just one example.

Technologies and software are changing all 
the time, and that is the skills I am talking 
about. You have the qualification, but you 
need to add the skills. It is only when you have 
both the qualification and the skills that you 
will start to create an edge for yourself. If you 
can use that knowledge and skill to improve 
yourself and make things better, then you will 
have a good career in the mining industry.

Young people must appreciate that they 
are never too old to learn. You never stop 
learning. The day you stop learning is the day 
you stop growing. The industry is moving so 
fast, and it’s so competitive. The competition 
for jobs is significant; people need to 
continuously develop themselves. If you are 
prepared to do those three things, then you 
will have a good career in mining. Yes, we 
can give opportunities to young people, but 
they come with responsibilities. They must 
continue to grow; then they will have a good 
career in mining.

Which stakeholders should be driving this 
conversation of artificial intelligence?

In the minerals sector, we look at the Department of Mineral 
Resources and Energy for guidance. I think the Department 
must play the leading role, because the mining industry will 
have a different definition of what is good artificial intelligence 
than society and government. This is one of the areas where 
government needs to step in and say in our developing context: 
This is what we need and this is what we need to be careful of. 
This is because the government will have more credibility than 
the industry. You can’t leave the decision to industry, you can’t 
leave it to academics; you have to leave it to the government that 
is elected by the people who are at risk. The Department must 
take the lead here.
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In your view, how do you think the 
Mine Health and Safety Council is 
contributing towards the South 
African mining industry, and what do 
you think we could do better as the 
Council?

At this point, I can’t say anything on that, because I will 
only become more involved in the MHSC’s research 
studies going forward. Looking at the industry, I think 
one should not underestimate the impact of the 
Council when it comes to mine health and safety. If, for 
example, you look at the concept of Zero Harm, when 
I started in the industry, Zero Harm was looked down 
on as a concept. People said that it was not possible. 
However, thanks to the MHSC, it is now a serious target. 
Most companies, and most CEOs are embracing Zero 
Harm as a way forward. 

I think where we can do better is a conversation 
the MHSC can have with the Mining Qualifications 
Authority, because the one impacts on the other. I think 
we lost ground on skills development. Some 40 years 
ago, when I started in the mining industry, we had 
people who didn’t have certificates against the wall, but 
they could do the job and they were good at what they 
were doing. Today, we have people with certificates 
against the wall, but they lack the skills. I think this is 
important to understand. Although you can say it’s a 
Mining Qualification Authority issue, it isn’t, because it 
impacts on health and safety if there is a lack of skill.

We need to do more in terms of rolling out qualifications 
that require more skills. Although I think that’s more to 
do with the Mining Qualifications Authority, the MHSC has 
a role to play. I think the MHSC also plays a critical role 
in the South African Mining Industry. I think credit is due 
for the work that the MHSC is doing. You don’t see this 
week after week, but if you take, for example, mine fatality 
statistics from when I started – 40 years ago – it was 
normal to have high fatalities underground, but today this 
is unacceptable. There is a great degree of sadness and 
self-interrogation in this.

CEOs personally get involved with this, and you can see 
the difference. Nevertheless, I agree that if one person lost 
his or her life, it’s unacceptable. However, if you look at 
where we come from, you have to acknowledge that the 
MHSC has made a big impact in supporting the initiatives 
of the Mine Health and Safety Act. I think the Council is 
doing the right work in the right areas of work; and that’s 
relevant for the 21st-century mining industry. There are 
some really interesting projects at the MHSC. One of them 
is the application of drone technology underground. It’s 
a very important and difficult project. One of my goals is 
to get this project off the ground; so we are working on 
a contract between myself and the University so that I 
can play a significant role on the research side. I am no 
longer on the management side, because it doesn’t help 
to manage the project if you don’t have good people to do 
the project. 

I’m looking forward to my role as a researcher to get this 
introduction of UAV technology underground, because I 
believe that can save lives big time. It may just be the next 
thing that we need in the journey to Zero Harm.

“I don’t think one should underestimate 
the impact of the Council when it 
comes to mine health and safety.”
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In light of the answer that you’ve given on  
the role of MHSC, what can we do as the  
MHSC to influence safety leadership within 
the industry?

I think from a leadership perspective, I know the MHSC has 
developed a strategic plan. We have a plan, we have a system 
where different stakeholders in the industry can come together 
through the structure of the MHSC, and they can raise issues, 
including race problems, and work towards solutions. So I 
think that it is an important thing, because if you don’t talk to 
one another, you can never do the right thing. That is where 
leadership starts. It’s important, because without these 
structures, we cannot have a meaningful conversation on the 
future of mining and mine safety. The plan is in place, and then 
the goal is very simple: Zero Harm. There is seriousness and 
there is buy-in. This is the case with whomever I speak to in 
the mining industry. So we have structures and we have a plan, 
and we also have people who bought into that plan. We need 
to make society aware of this plan, because I don’t think the 
average Joe knows what’s going on. They only see the bad side 
when there’s a mining accident. Five people are dead, then it’s 
newspaper headlines for the week. I think there must be an 
awareness in society in terms of what the industry is doing in 
mine health and safety. People must not see the industry as 
dangerous, dark and unsafe. We need to make society aware 
of how strategic mining is; because mining is not about digging 
holes, but rather about strategically delivering minerals to 
society. They don’t know it, but they are addicted to goods 
that are manufactured by mineral products. So society cannot 
survive without mining and mining cannot survive without 
society, because society is the market. We need to understand 
those interdependences. We need one another, and we need 
to communicate with one another. The general public must 
understand the mining sector better, and the mining sector can 
do that as well. 

Our problem doesn’t rely on technical space. Our problem relies 
on how we deal with relationships with communities, and how 
we deal with people affected by mining. This is important so that 
the person doesn’t go to the mine when they don’t have power, 
but rather to the municipality. This requires a level of education, 
which will make people happy. 

Remember that mine employees come from these communities, 
which means that you will also get happier people in the 
workplace. When you have happier people in the workplace, they 
work safer. I think it also speaks to one of the major shifts that 
happened in the mining industry. In the past, mining was about 
rocks. What happened over time is that mining became about 
people; and I think this people-centeredness must remain the 
focus. Whatever the MHSC is doing, the future must have this one 
measure that is human-centred. The question is: Does it put the 
people or workers in the centre of the workplace, rather than the 
technical parameters? Because if you put the person in the centre, 
then we will have safety and better support, as well as better 
skills. This only comes when you have all these things working 
around the person instead of putting the excavation in the centre. 
To me, it summarises what’s happening: we are moving to a time 
where we will genuinely put people and workers in the centre. If 
we keep it like that, will get better in terms of Zero Harm.

What would you like to say to the 
mining industry?

I am retiring from the University, but I am still a 
visiting Professor. As a matter of fact, I’m taking up 
more visiting professorships to work with students 
in different countries, and different universities in 
South Africa. In this, we can work to bring students 
together and work on common problems in the 
mining industry. I am not leaving the mining 
industry, but I am taking on a new role. I am 60 
years old, so I think about this whole concept of 
a new or second life. It comes from a Japanese 
study. The Japanese tradition is that your first life 
ends at the age of 60. In your first life, you get a job 
where you can make all your mistakes, but strive to 
become a little bit better. So you want promotions 
and you accumulate assets and you do what you 
need to do to get promoted through the system. 
Then there’s the second life, which starts at the 
age of 60. In your second life, it’s no longer about 
doing better, but it’s about doing good. That’s why 
I decided to make this transition. Currently, I have 
several options on the table. I’m still busy with my 
plan, and I have a few things that I’m certain of. One 
of these is the role that I want to take in the UAV 
project, because I believe it’s a special project. 

“There must be an awareness 
in society in terms of what the 
industry is doing in mine health 
and safety. People must not see 
the industry as dangerous, dark 
and unsafe. We need to make 
society aware of how strategic 

mining is; because mining 
is not about digging holes, 

but rather about strategically 
delivering minerals to society. 
Society cannot survive without 

mining and mining cannot 
survive without society, because 

society is the market.” 
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Occupational Health

Donning and use of self-contained  
self-rescuer devices with particular 
reference to women in mining

The MHSC is tasked with promoting a culture of occupational health 
and safety in the mining industry. As a result of regulated processes, 
such as the Mining Charter and the Minerals and Petroleum 
Resources Development Act (MPRDA), Act No. 28 of 2002, there 
has recently been an increase in the number of women entering 
the South African Mining Industry. The MPRDA attempts to provide 
opportunities for historically disadvantaged individuals, including 
women, to participate in the mining sector. 

A major challenge for the mining 
industry has been to introduce 

and ensure the full incorporation 
of women into the traditionally 
male-dominated sector, and 
also to ensure the provision of 
appropriate personal protective 
equipment (PPE) for them. Previous 
research has shown that females 
generally have lower physical work 

capacities, physical strength and heat tolerance than their male counterparts, and that 
they also differ in anthropometry and body composition. However, the design of PPE for 
mine workers has generally been based on male anthropometric dimensions. This may 
compromise women’s comfort, safety and performance at work. 

The body-worn self-contained self-rescuer (SCSR) devices are part of the PPE required to 
assist the user to evacuate to a place of safety in underground workplace emergencies 
involving the release of smoke, harmful gas or excessive airborne pollutants posing 
immediate threat to health. 

Objective

To this end, the MHSC 
embarked on a research 
project (SIM 160902) to 
assess the ergonomic 
design of SCSR devices 
for use by women in 
mining. The aim of the 
study was to identify 
improvements that 
would make the wearing 
of SCSR devices more 
acceptable, comfortable 
for the wearer and not 
impede escape.  

A guide booklet has been 
developed from the 
study, and summarises 
important key findings 
and recommendations 
made from the study.  
Although the study 
was primarily focused 
on assessing the 
ergonomic design 
of these breathing 
apparatuses, the literature 
review revealed the 
importance of experiential 

and expectation training to 
mine workers for the safe use 
of SCSRs in escape situations. 
Recommendations are given 
with due consideration of the 
anatomical and physiological 
differences of WiM.  

The view is that a number of 
the proposed interventions 
to improve the fit of SCSRs 
for women will also benefit 
the male workforce, if 
implemented. 
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Guideline for the Compilation of a 
Mandatory Code of Practice for the 
Prevention of Flammable Gas Explosions 
in Mines other than Coal Mines

In accordance with Section 9(2) of the Mine Health and Safety Act  
(MHSA), an employer must prepare and implement a code of 
practice (COP) on any matter affecting the health and safety of 
employees and other persons who may be directly affected by 
activities at the mines if the Chief Inspector of Mines (CIOM) requires it. 

The COPs must comply with 
any guideline issued by the 

CIOM (Section 9(3)). Failure by the 
employer to prepare and implement 
a COP in compliance with this 
guideline is a breach of the MHSA. 

The MHSC Mining Regulation 
Advisory Committee (MRAC) 
advises the Council on proposed 
regulatory changes, guidelines 

for COPs, and on national standards to be approved by the South African Bureau of 
Standards (SABS). 

This article highlights the first gazetted guideline and guidance note in this financial 
year (2021/22). These items can be found on the MHSC’s website under the tab 
“Legislation” (www.mhsc.co.za).

Flammable gas may be present in the strata of all mines. The erratic occurances of 
flammable gas, which are often of short duration, lead to a tendency to underestimate 
the potential dangers associated with the liberation of flammable gasses into the 
workings of a mine. This has led to an increase in the number of people fatally injured 
in flammable gas explosions in recent years.

Objective 

The objective of this 
guideline is to assist the 
employer of every mine, 
other than a coal mine, 
to compile a COP, which, 
if properly implemented 
and complied with, would 
considerably reduce the  
risk of an ignition of 
flammable gas.

This guideline covers issues 
that need to be dealt with 
in the COP in order to 

significantly reduce the 
risk of a flammable gas 
explosion in mines other 
than coal mines. The issues 
to be addressed include 
at least the identification 
of flammable gas sources, 
as well as occurrences 
and composition of the 
following:

• Control of gas emissions
• Detection of  

flammable gas
• Reporting of  

flammable gas

• Dilution, removal 
and dispersion of 
flammable gas

• Development ends 
and accessible 
tunnels

• Stopes
• Stopped working 

spaces
• Clearing of  

flammable gas
• Ventilation controls
• Classification of 

hazardous areas
• Control of ignition 

sources 
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Occupational Health

Guidance Note on the Management  
and Control of HIV in the South African  
Mining Industry

At the 2011 Mine Health and Safety Summit, a commitment was signed 
by all Tripartite Principals to report on the HIV programme within the 
South African Mining Industry. It was enforced by an instruction number 
(OH/02/2013) from the Chief Inspector of Mines to report on HIV and TB 
management. The DMR 164 form was developed as a reporting tool 
on HIV and TB for the mining industry. The mining industry has assumed a 
more active role to address the problem of HIV and AIDS.

HIV/AIDS is associated with a 
decrease in immunity resulting 

in opportunistic infections. 
Therefore, the integration of TB 
and HIV management and control 
programmes is essential. Since HIV/
AIDS is a workplace issue, it affects 
the workforce and world of work. 
The workplace can play a vital role 
in limiting the spread and effects 
of the epidemic. All employees, 
including management, should be 

involved in all aspects of programme coordination, implementation and reporting. The 
programme should provide integrated HIV prevention strategies, HIV testing, TB and 
non-communicable disease (NCD) services, and linkage to treatment and care to reduce 
stigma and discrimination. 

Objective

This Guidance Note sets out good 
practice on the management and 
control of HIV in the mining industry, 
and will be distributed by the Mine 
Health and Safety Inspectorate. The 
objectives of this Guidance Note 
are to assist employers to establish 
sustainable HIV/AIDS management and 
control programmes at mines to do the 
following:

• Implement preventative strategies 

• Reduce the burden of HIV

• Improve clinical outcomes of people 
living with HIV

• Reduce morbidity due to HIV and  
TB co-infection

• Reduce HIV incidents 

• Reduce the number of new 
infections amongst employees and 
their families

• Avert AIDS-related deaths, ensuring 
that people living with HIV start with 
the right therapy at the right time 

• Ensure compliance to obligations as 
prescribed in other relevant labour 
legislation and other relevant COPs

The practice standards set out in 
this Guidance Note should apply 
to all mine workers, irrespective of 
employment category, and including 
contract workers. Its implementation is 
informed by the National Department 
of Health’s HIV/AIDS Management 
Guidelines, and supported by relevant 
documents issued by the Department 
of Mineral Resources and Energy. 
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The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), which is known to target the immune system and weaken the 
body’s defence against many infections, as well as some types of cancer, has been reported to have claimed 
over 33 million lives globally since its discovery (World Health Organization, 2020). 

In the continued efforts to fight HIV and AIDS in the South African mining industry, the Chief Inspector of Mines, under 
section 49(6) of the Mine Health and Safety Act, Act No. 29 of 1996, and after consultation with the Council, issued the 
Guidance Note on the Management and Control of HIV in the South African Mining Industry. The Guidance Note is 
intended to supplement the National Tuberculosis Management Guideline (NTBMG) and National 
Strategic Plan (NSP), issued by the National Department of Health (NDoH) and the South African 
National AIDS Council (SANAC) respectively, as well other documents on HIV and Tuberculosis 
(TB) produced by the Mine Health and Safety Council. These include the Guidance Note on 
Strengthening HIV Counselling and Testing Uptake in the South African Mining Industry, the 
Policy on the Integrated Management and Reporting of HIV and AIDS, TB and Occupational Lung 
Diseases in the South African Mining Industry, and the Guidance Note for the Management of TB 
in the South African Mining Industry, among others.

The Guidance Note also reinforces the need for continuous dialogue among stakeholders. It embraces the ten key principles 
of the ILO Code of Practice on HIV and AIDS and the world of work.

The main objectives of the Guidance Note are to assist employers to establish sustainable HIV and AIDS management and 
control programmes at mines to achieve the following:

• Avert AIDS-related deaths, ensuring that people living with 
HIV start with the right therapy at the right time

• Ensure compliance as prescribed in other relevant labour 
legislation and other relevant COPs

The Guidance Note was gazetted on 9 April 2021 for implementation by the South African mining industry and can be accessed 
from the MHSC’s website on this link: https://mhsc.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Guidance-Note-on-the-Management-and-
Control-of-HIV-in-the-SA-Mining-Industry.pdf  

STRIVING 
FOR ZERO 

HARM

• Implement prevention strategies
• Reduce the burden of HIV
• Improve clinical outcomes of people living with HIV
• Reduce morbidity due to HIV and TB co-infection
• Reduce HIV incidence

It is crucial for the employer to understand that the practice standards set out in the Guidance Note apply to all mine workers, 
irrespective of employment category, and including contract workers. Lastly, as our industry continues to fight yet another 
pandemic: COVID-19, in solidary with the national government and global efforts, we are reminded not to lower our efforts in 
fighting HIV and TB. In the words of Winnie Byanyima (UNAIDS Executive Director) in the Global AIDS Update Report of 2020: “We 
cannot allow the hard-fought gains made in the HIV response to be reversed. Especially as there is still so far to go to finish the job.”

Occupational Health
Understanding the Guidance Note on 
the Management and Control of HIV  
in the South African Mining Industry
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Ethical Behaviour

WHY DOES IT 
MATTER?

With the world becoming more and more aware of environmental issues, fair trade practices 
and suitable working conditions, businesses that want to succeed need to be very mindful 
of their reputation. Ethical behaviour means businesses acting in a way that is open, fair and 
honest, and takes into account everyone, from customers to employees and shareholders. 
Businesses that behave in an ethical way are more likely to be seen as trustworthy and 
dependable by their customers, and to be viewed as a positive force in society. 

Ethics and governance crisis in South Africa (public/private sector):

What caused the crisis?

• Corruption
• Abuse of power by those in high 

positions
• Negligence and lack of implementation 

of health and safety standards at mines
• Political favours
• Deployment of unqualified people in 

critical positions
• Victimisation of whistle-blowers
• Avoidance of accountability and 

responsibility

Results of collapsed ethics and governance in South Africa

• Deaths and injuries of mineworkers
• Students deprived of basic and higher 

education
• Service delivery protests turning fatal
• Withdrawal of foreign direct investments
• Violence and looting of goods  from shops
• High unemployment rate
• Increased crime 
• Political instability
• Healthcare crisis 

What can we do as individuals?
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“We can all act ethically and STOP corruption” 
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The mental effects are exacerbated 
by the prolonged pandemic and 

the successive ongoing waves, as well 
as a general feeling of uncertainty 
and fear for our own safety and that 
of others. This leads to worry, anxiety 
and stress, which creates fear – and 
further threatens our sanity. COVID-19 
has been part of our everyday reality 
for most of 2020 and half of 2021 
already. Not to mention that it is likely 
to continue into 2022. If you feel that 
you are “over it” – and feeling less up 
to coping with the many challenges 
the pandemic has created – you are 
not alone.

Pandemic fatigue is an expected and 
natural response to a prolonged public 
health crisis. It is a normal reaction to 
sustained and unresolved adversity 
in our lives. Since we are in it for 
the long haul, we have, on occasion, 
become complacent in following the 
rules; only to once again be pulled 
back to reality when someone close 
to us tests positive or we see the 
infection rates climb. We have become 
desensitised to what is happening 
to us. You may have lost loved ones, 
or your job, or you may have missed 
out on experiences or milestones like 

Mental health, pandemic fatigue  
and resilience

Much has been written about the COVID-19 pandemic 
and the long-lasting effects it is likely to have on our 
society; especially the excessive toll it is taking on our 
mental and psychological health.

CAN WE BOUNCE 
BACK AGAIN?

graduations, weddings or funerals. 
You may be feeling socially isolated 
and tired of the safety protocols that 
take extra time. Collectively, we are 
demotivated to follow recommended 
protective behaviours.

There are many causes of this 
pandemic fatigue, but the 
underlying base is the constant 
state of high alert and uncertainty. 
This causes exhaustion and anxiety, 
which results from factors like the 
continuous loss of life, restrictions 
to daily living, fear of the unknown 
and conflicting information from 
numerous sources. The impact of 
pandemic fatigue on our health 
results from complacency, self-
neglect, lack of empathy for 
others, negative attitudes and risky 
behaviour; which ultimately results 
in poor mental health and unhealthy 
coping mechanisms. 

The good news is that there is an 
opportunity in the crisis. If this 
pandemic has taught us one thing 
about ourselves, it is the importance 
of and attention that our mental 
health requires. We cannot have a 
healthy body without a healthy mind. 

So how do we overcome pandemic 
fatigue and, in turn, strengthen our 
mental health, and reduce the risk of 
acquiring COVID-19? 

The answer for ourselves and our 
organisations is to improve the 
resilience of people. Resilience is 
typically an innate characteristic born 
out of life’s experiences, but it can 
also be taught when organisations 
provide support and encouragement 
for their staff. Times of crisis have 
always provided an opportunity to 
bring out the best in organisations. 
Resilience in an organisational setting 
enables staff to remain task-focused 
and productive while experiencing 
challenging times. 

The efforts of organisations during 
the COVID-19 pandemic prompt the 
questions: How do we intentionally 
promote resilience in the workforce? 

How do we continue our complex 
services while taking care of our 
families, our workforce, each other 
and ourselves? The teachings and 
principles of building resilience in 
a workplace offer a foundation for 
answering these questions. 
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There are many principles of 
resilience to incorporate into our 
personal lives. The first, a strong 
sense of purpose and meaning, is 
the foundation from which coping, 
healing and renewal after adversity 
is made possible. It is usually 
significant people (a spouse, children 
and others), significant causes and 
significant faith that leads to a 
sense of purpose and belonging in 
our lives. The second principle, our 
unique strengths, are specific and 
life-long. Using our natural character 
strengths to solve and deal with 
adversity should come naturally to 
us. However, people often struggle 
to identify or often downplay their 
strengths and focus on improving 
weaknesses, leading to a fixation on 
the negative. 

Principles for building resilience

1. Connect to your purpose and meaning in life
2. Use your unique strengths
3. Maintain perspective
4. Generate positive feelings
5. Be realistically optimistic
6. Persevere by being open-minded and flexible
7. Reach out to others 

We can aim to maintain perspective in 
our lives by engaging in activities we find 
relaxing and enjoyable. Negative feelings, 
in excess, lead to reduced mental and 
physical functioning and thus reduce the 
capacity to deal with adversity. Exercise 
and practising daily gratitude are some 
ways that we can generate positive 
feelings. Being realistically optimistic 
prevents us from getting stuck in the 
mindset of persistent “doom and gloom”, 
and to choose a more balanced and 
positive outlook on life. We could achieve 
this by spending our time, energy and 
emotions on things we can influence and 
control, versus those outside our control 
and influence. We have all experienced 
how easy it is during trying times to 
surrender to defeat and be tempted to 
give up. Perseverance by being open-
minded and flexible allows for listening, 

considering differing views and being 
open to a change of opinions, tactics or 
strategy, if and when required. 

The final principle is that people matter in 
our lives. We can aim to be more people-
focused by either asking for or offering 
help and assistance when required.

Organisations should aim to have 
resilient staff with inner strength, 
energy and resourcefulness to cope 
with the one constant: change. Victor 
Frankl, a holocaust survivor and 
well-known psychologist, reflected on 
his experience in the concentration 
camps by stating that “…everything can 
be taken from a man but one thing: 
the last of the human freedoms – to 
choose one’s attitude in any given set 
of circumstances, to choose one’s own 
way“. There is no better time than 
the present to gain mental strength 
by building resilience, along with 
all that it entails for the upliftment 
and enrichment of people and the 
organisations they work in. 

How resilient are you?
Click on the link to find out: 
 https://www.nwpgmd.nhs.uk/sites/
default/files/resiliencequestionnaire.pdf
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YOUTH
What role has MHSC played in terms of developing South African youth?

The MHSC continuously plays a huge role in ensuring that South African youth is being employed and equipped with the 
skills that are required for our economy. The MHSC appoints interns every year in every unit for intensive development and 
training purposes. Our internship graduates have managed to secure permanent employment, and continue to fly the MHSC 
flag high in different spaces. 

The following graduates have been trained and developed by the MHSC. They are now making great contributions in other 
spaces: 

1. Ofhani Mathoho: Placed at Sasol as a Candidate Rock Engineer and thereafter got employed permanently at Sasol as a 
Strata Control Officer

2. Neo Ntshwane: Placed at Sasol as a Candidate Rock Engineer and thereafter got employed permanently at Sasol as a 
Strata Control Officer

3. Disego Mabelane: Placed at Sasol as a Candidate Rock Engineer and thereafter got employed permanently at Sasol as a 
Strata Control Officer

4. Portia Takalane: HR Administrator at SasSeta
5. Zimi Zingani: Desktop Support Specialist at Sanlam Indie
6. Rirhandzo Ubisi: HR Administrator at Lixil
7. Paseka: IT and Tech Support Consultant at Agricolleges International
8. Progress Mpangane: Senior Stakeholder Relations at the North West University

May we all continue to play a role in developing and training our youth for better chances of employment; more especially 
during these difficult times with the highest rate of unemployment of graduates in our country. Let’s all play our part in 
getting our future leaders ready to change our country for the better. 
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New appointments

Lindelwa Ndziba: Human Resources Professional  
and Advocate

As a Chartered Human Resources 
Professional and Advocate of the High 
Court with over 20 years’ strategic human 
resources experience, Lindelwa joined the 
MHSC as Corporate Services Executive 
and Chief Human Capital Officer. 

Prior to this position, Lindelwa held 
executive positions at the Council for 
Medical Schemes and Department of 
Human Settlements, and roles at the 
Department of Home Affairs and the 
Board of Executors, consulted in the 
HR and Labour Relations space and 
served on the Immigrations Board of 
South Africa. She holds an LLB from the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal, a Bachelor 
of Arts in Law degree from the National 
University of Lesotho and courses in 
Leadership, Professional Business 
Coaching and Corporate Governance. 

As Corporate Services Executive and 
Chief Human Capital Officer, she hopes to 
bring to the role her passion for aligning 
human capital strategy to the overall 
business strategy.

A mother of three, she lives in Pretoria 
with her family and enjoys reading and 
cycling in her free time and has an avid 
interest in architecture. 

The MHSC proudly welcomes the following new colleagues. 
We wish you luck in contributing to the journey to Zero Harm. 
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Thobile Nhleko:  
Research and Development Specialist: 
Safety

Thobile Nhleko is excited to join the Centre of 
Excellence (CoE) team.

She has BSc and MSc degrees in Mining Engineering 
from Wits University and a Chamber of Mines Rock 
Mechanics Certificate (Rock Engineering ticket).

Upon graduating, she completed her graduate 
programme at Anglo American Platinum in Rustenburg. 
She then moved to the Rock Engineering Department 
and fulfilled several roles at a few mines in Rustenburg. 
Upon qualifying as a Rock Engineer, she moved to the 
Amandelbult Operations in Limpopo, where she worked 
as a legally appointed Rock Engineer in underground 
mining. In 2018, she joined the Council for Scientific and 
Industrial Research (CSIR) where she was involved in 
various research projects aimed at improving the safety 
and sustainability of the mining industry. 
 
She is passionate about addressing safety challenges 
in the mining industry to ensure a conducive working 
environment for all stakeholders. She is also passionate 
about addressing the plight and retention of women in 
mining, and the introduction of women to the science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics fields.

She is looking forward to the opportunity to add value 
to the CoE team and the mining fraternity. 

Thebogo Monokofala:  
 Administrator: Programme Delivery 
Technical Committee

Thebogo Monokofala is the new PDTC Administrator 
at the Centre of Excellence. Born and raised in 
Hammanskral, I am currently residing in Gauteng. 

She has a Diploma in Human Resources Management, 
and has worked as a Project Administrator for a health 
research institute.

She is a courageous, ambitious woman who believes 
in herself. She sets her eyes on her goals and does not 
accept failure. She believes that failure exists when a 
person stops trying. She is looking forward to learning a 
lot at the Centre of Excellence. 
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Ruth Nkoana: Document Controller

Matshediso Tshidi Moloko:  
Administrator: Research Determination 
Technical Committee

New appointments

Ruth Nkoana is an award winner of Woman in Mining 
in 2019. She goes by the quote: “If opportunity doesn’t 
knock, build a door.” This is an inspirational quote 
that helps her do all that she needs to achieve all her 
heart’s desires. She believes that not everything will 
come her way, but if she acts according to the plan, 
speak less and act more, she will achieve her main 
goal. If she can’t do great things, then she’d better do 
small things in a great way. This is why she is where 
she is today. She started from the bottom as an office 
assistant at MHSC, doing general work (cleaning). 
Then she went to reception. Today she works as a 
Document Controller. It all begins with one step, just 
like a child in development stages; before a baby can 
run, they have to crawl and fall a thousand times.

She has passion for IT. She is a qualified Computer 
Technician, and proud to announce that she just 
completed her Diploma in Network Systems from 
Boston City Campus and Business College. All she can 
say to the youth is that everything has beauty, but  
not everyone see it. So do what you believe you are 
good at.  

Matshediso is a seasoned Administrator and is currently 
looking forward to adding to her skills and learn from the 
successes of MHSC. Her career started in 1999 when she 
joined a parastatal called Transitional National Development 
Trust. She later moved to the National Development Agency 
under the Department of Social Development. 

Project administration and training and development 
are her forte. She holds a Secretarial Diploma and has a 
National Certificate in Occupational Directed Education 
Training and Development Practices. She is a qualified 
facilitator, moderator and assessor. Her responsibility will 
be to help with the administration and smooth running of 
the Research Determination Technical Committee within 
the MHSC.

Tshidi is happy to be part of an organisation that carries 
such a huge mandate in safeguarding mine workers 
by working hand-in-hand with all the three tripartite 
stakeholders. 
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The MHSC celebrates the 
following fatality-free shifts.

Every mine worker returning from work unharmed every day
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SAMI fatalities Journey to Zero 
Harm is possible
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Social media

Follow us for the 
latest updates

@MHSC_SAMine Health and  
Safety Council (MHSC)

Mine Health and  
Safety Council

The Mine Health and Safety Council, together with its tripartite 
stakeholders, continues to make sure that the occupational 
health and safety issues of mine workers remain a priority.
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Mine Health and Safety Council

Every mine worker 
returning from work 
unharmed every day. 

Striving for Zero Harm

www.mhsc.co.za


